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      All subsequent polkas and their orchestral settings
appeared between 1855 and 1859 published by Musée
Musical in St Petersburg, by Schott in Mainz and by Lewy
in Vienna. Only the orchestrated Pretchistinka-Polka, the
Polka hongroise and the Polka-Mazurka Fantasie
remained unpublished.
       Széchényi provided dedications for some of the piano
settings. He dedicated the Leopoldinen-Polka to Leopoldine
von Thun-Hohenstein, whose son Franz Anton von Thun-
Hohenstein later became Austrian minister-president. The
Pretchistinka Polka is dedicated to Princess Hélène
Kotschoubey, chief lady-in-waiting at the court of the Czar,
and a famous beauty in Russia at the time. The
Pretchistinka Polka was played when the Austro-Hungarian
embassy in Moscow gave a large ball on the occasion of the
coronation of Tsar Alexander in 1856. Alexander had
reigned since March 1855, but on account of the Crimean
War, his coronation did not take place until August 1856.
Széchényi dedicated the Neige-Polka to Frau Metzler-
Lutterot and the Polka-Mazurka to his diplomatic colleague
Baron Adolf von Brenner. He dedicated L’Éventail (‘Fan’)
Polka-Mazurka to the composer Charles Levy, whose
acquaintance he had made in St Petersburg. Levy often
visited Széchényi in Horpács, where he performed with him
and his sister-in-law Countess Mariette Hoyos. The
orchestral settings of all the polkas and mazurkas,
excepting the first three, originated in St Petersburg. 

Kálmán Széchényi

For the first 15 dances, originally published by Schott Verlag
in Mainz, only the orchestral parts exist. The scores had to
be reconstructed based on those parts. The sequence of
the compositions is retained on this recording. The dances
are arranged in groups of three. The first two dances in each
group are character dances, the third is a concert piece. The
scores for the last group exist only in handwritten form. 
      The pieces are composed and orchestrated in the
style of the time, but the notation is not always clear.
Fortunately, all the dances also exist in a piano version,
which helped in realising the composer’s concept
regarding repetitions and da capos.

       The instrumentation and the use of wind instruments
differ from group to group. A complete ensemble of wind
instruments is heard only in the sixth group. The oboe is
seldom employed to carry the melody. In most of the
dances only one oboe is used and in some dances it is
absent. Surprisingly, there are no cymbals in the orchestra.
(At this period Johann Strauss II himself did not always use
cymbals.)  As stated by Schott Verlag, cycles 1 and 3 (1–3

and 7–9) can also be performed as octets.

István Kassai

I was involved with Viennese dances as a former
participant in masterclasses with the Austrian conductor
Professor Karl Ӧsterreicher. For that reason I am
particularly pleased that in collaboration with the Budapest
Symphony Orchestra MÁV I can introduce recordings of
these brill iant dances by the diplomat Count Imre
Széchényi. The quality of these dances is far superior to
the average level of the time. The smaller, delicate
character polkas and the expansive polka mazurkas,
drawn with arching strokes and romantic melodies, reveal
humour and deep feeling. Their dark character and tones,
rarely seen elsewhere in Viennese dances, suggest a
Russian influence; the instrumentation is witty and
colourful. In my estimation, these compositions can be
placed successfully on programmes alongside the best
works of Johann Strauss II, as Strauss himself did. They
are rewarding pieces for professionals as well as
amateurs. The current programme constitutes the world
premiere recording of these dances. 

Valéria Csányi

Translations: Gladys Thomas

German and Hungarian versions of these notes 
can be found at www.naxos.com/notes/573807

New edition of the scores by Roswitha Popp
published by Schlossberg Verlag, Marktoberdorf

www.schlossberg-verlag.de 

Count Imre Széchényi of Sárvár-Felsővidék was born in
Vienna in 1825. His father, Lajos Széchényi, was chief
court chamberlain for the Archduchess Sophie, mother of
the future Emperor Franz Joseph I of Austria. Because of
his father’s position, Imre grew up with Franz Joseph and
his brother, later Maximilian I of Mexico. He was educated
by private tutors, spoke five languages, played the piano
and composed music. 
       At the age of 20 Széchényi entered the diplomatic
service, stationed first in Rome. In 1848 he was in Stockholm,
and from 1850 to 1851 in Frankfurt, where he became friends
with the future chancellor Otto von Bismarck. In 1852 he was
in Brussels and Paris, and from mid-1854 in St Petersburg,
where he formed a lifelong friendship with Johann Strauss II.
In 1860 he became ambassador to Naples, and in 1878
Austro-Hungarian ambassador to Berlin.   
       Széchényi represented Austria-Hungary in Berlin during
precarious times. He acted in the name of the Emperor
Franz Joseph, signing the Dreikaiservertrag (‘League of the
Three Emperors’ – a treaty between Austria-Hungary,
Russia and Germany) in 1881; the Berlin treaty or Congo
Conference regarding colonisation in Africa in 1885; and the
monarchy’s recognition of the Mediterranean Agreements in
1887. For his service Emperor Franz Joseph awarded him
the Golden Fleece, and Emperor Wilhelm II conferred on him
the highest Prussian order, the Black Eagle.
       Széchényi’s musical career ran parallel to his diplomatic
service. As early as 1845, his Lullaby, with a Hungarian text,
and an Italian song, Il ritrovo in mare (‘Meeting at Sea’)
appeared in print. In the 1850s he published 34 dances
(polkas, mazurkas, galops, czardas and waltzes) as well as
marches, for fortepiano, and scored the 18 polkas and
mazurkas for large orchestra recorded here.
       Széchényi’s dances were popular and in demand. A
resort ensemble in Bad Kreuznach, where Imre’s brother
Dénes spent seven weeks in 1856, played Imre’s polkas
and serenaded Dénes, thinking he was the composer. The
conductor was disappointed when he found out his mistake.
      Széchényi’s friend Johann Strauss II, with whom he
had spent his carefree bachelor years, generously placed

Széchényi’s works on his concert programmes, and
dedicated two of his own compositions to him – Op. 215,
Gedankenflug-Waltz (‘Flying Thoughts Waltz’) and Op.
182, Széchényi March. Strauss later recalled that
Széchényi had helped him flee Russia after his last St
Petersburg love affair. The two friends met for the last
time in May of 1886 in Berlin, where Széchényi had
arranged a concert of his own works.  
      In the spring of 1864 in Rome, Széchényi met Franz
Liszt and formed an immediate friendship with him. In
1872 and 1874 Liszt was a guest at the Széchényi estate
in Horpács (Hungary). Liszt adapted a Széchényi work,
Introduction and Hungarian March, dedicated it to him
and premiered it in 1873.  
      The Viennese court took note of the fact that
Széchényi was an outstanding pianist. When the Austrian
Queen Elisabeth visited Budapest on 3 April 1869, she
invited Széchényi to dinner and afterwards enjoyed his
virtuoso piano performance. Széchényi often arranged
concerts of his own compositions for invited guests.
      Széchényi’s publishers were Musée Musical in St
Petersburg, Schott in Mainz, Kugler in Pest, Mechetti and
Lewy in Vienna, Carl Paez in Berlin, and Breitkopf &
Härtel in Leipzig. Many of his works were not published,
and exist only as autographs (handwritten documents) or
copies. A whole group of composit ions are sti l l
unaccounted for. Széchényi died in Budapest in 1898.  

The Dances

Imre Széchényi’s Leopoldinen-Polka, Tommy-Polka and
Polka-Mazurka (unnamed), were published in 1852 by
Schott in Mainz. The orchestrations appeared one year
later. In February 1854 Schott also published the
Marguerite-Mazurka, Velloni-Polka and Zither-Polka, and
in December, the Neige-Polka (‘Snow Polka’), Les Vagues
Polka-Mazurka (‘Polka-Mazurka of the Waves’) and La
Tulipe Mazurka. Széchényi most likely composed these
pieces before his St Petersburg period, that is, before he
was personally acquainted with Johann Strauss. 
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Budapest Symphony Orchestra MÁV (MÁV Szimfonikus Zenekar)

The Budapest Symphony Orchestra MÁV (MÁV
Szimfonikus Zenekar) was founded in 1945 by the
Hungarian State Railways. Since then, it has
developed a wide-ranging repertoire from music of
the Baroque era to works by contemporary
composers, and is currently ranked among the best
professional ensembles in Hungary. The orchestra
has performed throughout Europe as well as in
Cyprus, Lebanon, Hong Kong, Japan, China, Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and
Oman. Performances have taken place at many of
the most important and respected concert halls, such
as the Musikvereinssaal in Vienna, the
Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, the Suntory Hall in
Tokyo, and the Shanghai Oriental Art Centre. The
Budapest Symphony Orchestra MÁV was the only

Hungarian orchestra to participate in Tokyo’s legendary Three Tenors Production in 1999. In 2012 Péter Csaba
became the orchestra’s artistic director and chief conductor; Kobayashi Ken-Ichiro has held the post of honorary guest
conductor since 2014. www.mavzenekar.hu

Valéria Csányi

The Hungarian conductor Valéria Csányi (b. 1958, Budapest) studied at the Liszt Academy
of Music, obtaining a music teacher’s and choral conductor’s diploma in 1982 and a
conductor’s diploma in 1984. She has attended masterclasses by Karl Österreicher in
Vienna, Péter Eötvös in Szombathely and Milan Horvat in Salzburg, and since 1983, has
been a member of the Hungarian State Opera, initially as a répétiteur. She was given the
opportunity to conduct opera in 1988, with several works, including premieres, and between
1995 and 2009 she took part in all of the ballet productions of the State Opera. She has
worked extensively at the Hungarian State Opera, conducting more than 700 performances.
She has toured Austria, Germany, Poland, Spain, Sweden and Mexico. Csányi has made
recordings for Naxos including the operetta Fürstin Ninetta by Johann Strauss II with the
Stockholm Strauss Orkester [8.660227-28] as well as the first complete recording of Ferenc
Erkel’s opera István király (‘King Stephen’) [8.660345-46] and Leó Weiner’s Ballet Csongor
and Tünde [8.573491].

Special thanks are due to Kálman Széchényi, István Kassai, Valéria Csányi and Roswitha Popp 
(Schlossberg Verlag) for their work in preparing the music editions for this recording.
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Count Imre Széchényi of Sárvár-Felsővidék moved in the highest echelons of the Austrian
diplomatic service, in a career that ran parallel with his musical activities. Széchényi’s dances, all
but three of which were composed in St Petersburg, were popular in his day, and of a quality that
saw them placed in concert programmes by his friend Johann Strauss II. Appearing here in their
premiere recordings, they reveal a brilliant collection of mazurkas and polkas with a keen sense of
humour and deep feeling in their arching musical brush strokes and romantic melodies.
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Producers: Péter Aczél and István Kassai • Engineer: Domonkos Tímár • Editor: Péter Aczél
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Budapest Symphony Orchestra MÁV • Valéria Csányi

Drei Tänze für Orchester (I)       9:35
1  I. Leopoldinen-Polka                      3:04
2  II. Tommy-Polka                            2:04
3  III. Polka-Mazurka                        4:27

Drei Tänze für Orchester (II)   10:04
4  I. Zither-Polka                                3:39
5  II. Velloni-Polka                              2:52
6  III. Marguerite-Mazurka              3:33

Drei Tänze für Orchester (III)    9:26
7  I. La Tulipe – Mazurka                  1:53
8  II. Neige-Polka                                2:41
9  III. Les Vagues – Polka-Mazurka 4:52

Drei Tänze für Orchester (IV)  11:55
0  I. Bliktri-Polka                                3:07
!  II. Datscha-Polka                            3:24
@  III. Waldine – Polka-Mazurka      5:24

Drei Tänze für Orchester (V)    16:33
#  I. Polka prétentieuse                      5:01
$  II. Felicetta-Polka                           3:10
%  III. L’Éventail – Polka-Mazurka  8:22

Drei Tänze für Orchester (VI)  14:28
^  I. Pretchistinka – Polka                 2:56
&  II. Polka hongroise                         4:14
*  III. Polka-Mazurka – Fantaisie    7:18


